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a b s t r a c t 

Cloud infrastructure services allow organizations to outsource their computing, storage, and network- 

ing needs to external providers. These offerings use network virtualization to provision customized, in- 

terconnected resource pools across substrate infrastructures comprised of datacenter computing/storage 

systems and interconnecting networking switches/links. Now as virtual infrastructure services expand, 

disaster recovery concerns are coming to the fore. However, only a few studies have looked at network 

virtualization survivability for large-scale correlated multi-failure disaster scenarios. Since most existing 

effort s here focus on protection methods to pre-provision backup resources, they cannot ensure recovery 

from generalized multi-failure events. Hence post-failure recovery is a critical concern, particularly since 

damaged infrastructures will be repaired in a time-staged, incremental manner. Along these lines, this 

paper presents a comprehensive framework for progressive recovery schemes for network virtualization. 

Namely, a range of efficient heuristic and metaheuristic resource placement strategies are defined and an- 

alyzed. Overall results show significantly improved recovery rates and speed with distributed load-based 

schemes. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Cloud-based services are redefining the modern information

echnology (IT) sector by providing access to abundant amounts of

virtualized) storage and computing resources. As a result, many

rganizations have already migrated their software applications

o the cloud, achieving high cost efficiency and scalability. Now

s service providers gain experience with these new paradigms,

any are starting to offer more expansive virtualized infrastructure

ervices with full quality of service (QoS) support, i.e., termed as

nfrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS). These offerings limit the need

o build and maintain dedicated, costly datacenter and network-

ng setups, further yielding sizable reductions in capital and

perational expenditures. 

Now virtualized infrastructure services make extensive use of

etwork virtualization [1] techniques to setup customized virtual

etworks (VN) for clients. Namely, a VN setup consists of multiple

istributed storage and computing pools, i.e., VN nodes, inter-

onnected by bandwidth pipes, i.e., VN links. The VN nodes are
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mapped” onto dedicated resources at datacenter sites whereas

N links are “mapped” onto underlying connections across sub-

trate networks interconnecting datacenter sites. To date many

tudies have looked at mapping VN demands over cloud data-

enter/network substrates, i.e., VN embedding (VNE) problem [2] .

thers have also looked at VN recovery for isolated single link

ailures [3,4] and single node failures [5,6] . 

However, as cloud infrastructure (IaaS) services gain traction,

urvivability is becoming a key focus. Of particular concern are

arge-scale disaster events which can cause extensive physical

amage and VN service outages. Notable examples here include

atural disasters, malicious weapons of mass destruction (WMD)

ttacks, cascading power outages, etc. In response, recent studies

ave looked at VN disaster recovery for a-priori (probabilis-

ic) failure regions [7–9] . These schemes use pre-provisioned

lacement of backup VN node/VN link resources to recover

rom potential failures. However these strategies are costly and

enerally resource-intensive, particularly for large numbers of

ailures/stressor regions. Moreover, pre-provisioned schemes are 

usceptible to inaccuracies in the a-priori failure region models

nd hence cannot guarantee recovery against all randomized

ulti-failure events [10] . 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2017.07.003
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comcom
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comcom.2017.07.003&domain=pdf
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In light of the above, it is critical to address post-failure infras-

tructure and service recovery concerns. Namely, damaged cloud

and networking substrate infrastructures will likely be repaired in

multiple progressive stages as backup resources become available.

At the same time, service providers will still want to maintain

some partial “degraded” level of service for their affected cus-

tomers. Hence the detailed placement of incoming repair resources

is crucial for improving VN service recovery and mitigating rev-

enue losses/penalties. However, only a few studies have looked at

progressive recovery design, mostly for point-to-point demands

[11,12] . Although recent work in [13] has studied progressive

recovery for VN services, the related optimization approach lacks

scalability and makes some highly-simplifying assumptions. 

To better address this space, the work here presents a more

scalable set of heuristic and meta-heuristic schemes for post-

failure progressive VN service recovery. The paper is organized

as follows. Section 2 presents a brief survey of background work

on survivable VN embedding and progressive recovery. A detailed

optimization model is then presented in Section 3 . Novel heuristic

repair resource placement strategies are presented in Section 4 ,

along with novel simulated annealing (SA) meta-heuristics in

Section 5 . Performance evaluation results are then presented in

Section 6 followed by conclusions in Section 7 . 

2. Background 

The VNE design problem for network virtualization is NP-hard,

as shown in [1] . As a result, researchers have proposed a variety

of solutions using optimization and heuristic methods, see survey

in [2] . Most schemes here focus on minimizing resource utilization

or maximizing carried loads/revenues. In addition, the survivable

VNE design problem has also been studied. For example, Chen

et al. [3] and Guo et al. [4] propose link-disjoint path pair schemes

for single link failures. Also, Guo et al. [14] studies single link

failure recovery using backup bandwidth resources (redundant VN

links) and internal migration of VN nodes. Meanwhile, Rahman

et al. [15] computes a set of detour routes for each physical link

by pre-partitioning link bandwidth into two parts, i.e., working

and protection. The authors also extend their results in [16] by

formulating the problem as a mixed integer programming (MIP) to

provide survivability against single link failures, i.e., by setting up

link-disjoint primary and backup flows for each VN link. Similarly,

Chen et al. [17] assigns primary and backup paths for each VN

link, and backup paths are dynamically remapped to allow more

VN requests to be accepted. 

However, the above schemes ignore node failures which are es-

sential for disaster recovery planning. Furthermore, pre-assigning

backup resources gives high overheads, especially with multiple

failures. Now some studies have looked at VN recovery for single

node failures. For example, Yu et al. [5] presents two protection

schemes using single or multiple backup nodes along with backup

VN link routing. A more efficient (but complex) single node backup

scheme is also presented in [6] to remap all nodes after a failure.

The authors improve upon this work by proposing single node

backup with two migration strategies in [18] , i.e., migration of

only the affected node or remapping of the whole VN graph. The

latter consumes less backup resources but results in more node

migrations. Meanwhile, Ayoubi et al. [19] determines the “proper”

number of backup nodes to provision (along with their adjacent

links) by using VN node clustering. Link bandwidth and backup re-

source sharing is also done by placing backup nodes between paths

connecting primary VN nodes. Finally, Hu et al. [20] adds a backup

node that is connected to all other VN nodes in the request, and

this modified VN demand is mapped using a Tabu search meta-

heuristic. Nevertheless, the above schemes do not treat network

substrate link failures, a key concern during disasters. 
Recent studies have also looked at more robust VN disaster

ecovery schemes for multiple node and link failures. These strate-

ies assume pre-defined disaster regions (a-priori risk models)

ith given occurrence probabilities and conditional node and link

ailure probabilities [10] . For example, Yu et al. [7] and Sun et al.

8] compute separate VN mappings for each risk region and con-

ense them using resource sharing. An incremental scheme is also

roposed by adding backup VN nodes/links to a working mapping

o protect against each possible failure region. A survivable VN

mbedding scheme is also proposed for multicast VN requests

n [21] . Here, region-disjoint backup VN nodes and links are

eserved and resource sharing is used to improve efficiency. The

uthors in [22] also consider backup nodes for all disaster regions,

.e., shared risk groups (SRG), and map backup VN nodes outside

he risk regions of working VN nodes to improve survivability.

urthermore, Gu et al. [9] proposes some more efficient disaster

ecovery schemes using region partitioning. Namely, failure regions

re separated into two groups and disjoint mappings computed

or each (working, protection). Overall results show improved

estoration recovery versus the schemes in [7,8] . 

Meanwhile, a “topology-aware” multi-failure recovery approach

s also proposed in [23] . Here, a candidate backup node set is de-

ned for each substrate node from which the recoverability of the

ubstrate node is calculated. Namely, a portion of each substrate

ode and link is reserved for backup purposes prior to any VN

mbedding. Critical VN nodes are then mapped to substrate nodes

ith higher recoverability. Furthermore, the authors in [24] also

resent a survivable VN embedding for multiple link failures. Here

urvivability is defined as maintaining connectivity between all

N nodes after a failure, i.e., a spanning tree must exist for a VN

equest in order to survive. A mixed integer linear programming

MILP) formulation is then proposed for both arbitrary and shared

isk link group (SRLG) failures. Also Yeow et al. [25] studies mul-

iple facility node failures and details an algorithm to protect a

ubset of critical VN nodes by assigning several shared backup

odes. Opportunistic sharing is also done here to re-use backup

esources between VN requests. Finally, Soualah et al. [26] details

 survivable VN embedding scheme based upon an artificial bee

olony meta-heuristic. Namely, VN mapping is done based upon

he reliability and residual resource levels of physical nodes and

inks. Specifically, reliability is defined based upon node and link

ge (both of which decrease with time). A detailed survey on

esiliency techniques in cloud is also presented in [27] , where

he authors review various types of failures in cloud computing

nfrastructures as well as resiliency techniques for both cloud

nfrastructures and applications. 

Nevertheless, all of the above multi-failure VN schemes pre-

rovision backup resources for large failures and have some notable

oncerns. Foremost, these designs are very resource intensive, par-

icularly if the number of stressor regions is high or the regions

hemselves are large and overlapping [9] . More importantly, it

s very difficult (if not impossible) to accurately predict disaster

ootprints beforehand. Hence protection schemes cannot handle

ll generalized, random disaster events. In light of this, operators

ave to consider broader post-failure recovery schemes to repair

amaged infrastructures and rapidly recover affected services. Here

t is likely that physical repairs will occur in a multi-stage pro-

ressive manner as backup resources are delivered. Therefore the

lacement/scheduling of these resources, i.e., progressive recovery ,

ill be critical to maximizing VN service recovery. However, only a

ew studies have looked at progressive recovery design after large-

cale network failures. For example, Wang et al. [11] presents one

f the first such formulations for point-to-point connection flows.

ore recently, the authors in [13] also present an integer linear

rogramming (ILP) formulation for post-failure resource scheduling

or VN services. However this scheme only treats link failures, as it
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Fig. 1. Overview of multi-stage progressive recovery framework. 
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ssumes that datacenters unaffected by disasters. Furthermore the

ork also assumes that failed links are fully recovered in a given

tep (all wavelength transponders). Finally, the ILP model is only

ractable for relatively small network sizes and makes a notable

implification by assuming infinite capacity links (unrealistic case).

ore recently, a traveling repairman problem has also been for-

ulated to find an optimum repair schedule for affected physical

esources after a disaster, see [28] . A MILP formulation is then pre-

ented with the objective of minimizing the damage caused by the

isaster. Furthermore, some heuristic/meta-heuristic solutions are

lso proposed here, i.e., a greedy algorithm, dynamic programming

nd simulated annealing. However, like [13] , the work in [28] also

ssumes no datacenter node failures, a very limiting pre-condition.

Finally, some more realistic-based progressive VN recovery

chemes for large-scale disasters are also presented by the authors

ere in [29] . This work assumes a finite (random) amount of

ncoming node/link repair resources in each stage and develops

wo basic resource placement strategies, i.e., one using physical

ode degree and the other using VN node (link) loads prior to

ailure. Regular VN mapping heuristics [7] are then used to remap

nd recover (partially, fully) failed VN demands after the repairs

re done. The overall findings here show improved recovery with

he load-based variants. Although Pourvali et al. [29] presents

ome strong initial contributions in terms of resource placement

euristics, there is still much room for improvement. Motivated by

he above, this effort makes some key contributions as follows: 

• New optimization model to realistically characterize the pro-

gressive VN recovery problem (including finite repair resources

and partial recovery) 

• Refined heuristic strategies to provide improved post-failure VN

recovery 

• Meta-heuristic algorithms to bound (gauge) the performance

of heuristic methodologies as optimization models suffer from

high intractability 

. Network model and optimization formulation 

The overall goal of multi-stage progressive recovery is to place,

.e., schedule, repair resources and to achieve certain desirable out-
omes, e.g., rapid service recovery, reduced penalties/downtimes,

fficient resource utilization, etc. Hence a novel joint optimiza-

ion formulation is presented here to schedule repairs and remap

he failed set of VN demands, as shown in Fig. 1 . However, the

oint optimization of multiple VN batch demands in conjunction

ith dynamic resource placement (i.e., physical infrastructure re-

air) will clearly impose very high complexity/variable counts. In

act it is noted that most regular (or survivable) VNE optimization

chemes only consider single VN requests owing to tractability con-

erns [1,2,9] . As a result more practical and realistic heuristic so-

utions are also considered later, Section 4 . Consider the requisite

otations. A physical cloud substrate is represented by a topology

raph, G s = (V s , E s ) , where V s is the set of datacenter nodes and E s 

s the set of network links. Here, each node n ∈ V s has a maximum

esource capacity of R max 
n units, and each physical substrate link

 = (m, n ) ∈ E s has maximum bandwidth of B max 
(m,n ) 

units. Mean-

hile, a VN request (IaaS demand) is given by the abstract graph,

 a = (V a , E a ) , where V a is the set of VN nodes and E a is the set of

N links. Here each VN node p ∈ V a requires r ( a ) in node resources

nd each VN link ( p, q ) ∈ E a requires b ( a ) in bandwidth capacity. 

Meanwhile, a disaster occurs at time T 0 and is followed by mul-

iple recovery stages at times T k , k = 1 , 2 , . . . ( T k +1 > T k ), Fig. 2 . It

s assumed that all affected physical nodes/links fail completely

nd their available resources drop to zero, see Fig. 2 . These values

hen start to increase during the repair stages, achieving full re-

overy by the final stage ( R max 
n or B max 

(m,n ) 
units). Therefore affected

odes/links transition through several states, i.e., fully-failed to

artially-recovered to fully-recovered. Based on this, only failed or

artially-recovered entities in stage k are eligible to receive repair

esources, and these are denoted by the sets F k v (eligible nodes) and

 

k 
e (eligible links). Specifically, F 0 v ( F 0 e ) represents the initial set of

ailed nodes (links) and F k v ⊆ F k −1 
v ( F k e ⊆ F k −1 

e ). Hence the aggregate

atacenter node resource loss is given by: 

 0 = 

∑ 

n ∈ F 0 v 

R 

max 
n (1) 

s shown in Fig. 2 . In addition, the aggregate network link capacity

oss is: 
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Fig. 2. Progressive recovery stages (aggregate datacenter node resource). 

Fig. 3. Resource levels during recovery stages (physical link bandwidth). 
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 0 = 

∑ 

(m,n ) ∈ F 0 e 

B 

max 
(m,n ) (2)

Now obviously, failures in the substrate network will cause fail-

ures in embedded VN demands. Hence let the set of all affected

VN demands be given by A . Furthermore, let V 

′ 
a and E 

′ 
a repre-

sent the set of affected virtual nodes and virtual links in VN de-

mand a ∈ A , respectively. Also assume that X k datacenter repair re-

sources arrive in the k th stage (computing racks, storage disks,

etc) and Y k link repair resources arrive in the k th stage (optical

link transponders, switching units). Overall, this is a more realistic

model than that presented in [28] which does not take into ac-

count post-failure equipment limitations/shortages. Foremost, the

approach incorporates partial link and datacenter node recovery.

This is an important distinction as most links may support levels of

active transponders/switches units and most datacenters may have

petabytes of storage or more, i.e., amounts which may not be re-
overable in a single stage. All resources are assigned at the inte-

ral granularity level and the current and available resource levels

t node n in stage k are given by R k n and R 
′ k 
n , respectively. Sim-

larly, the current and available resource levels of link ( m, n ) in

tage k are also denoted by B k 
(m,n ) 

and B 
′ k 
(m,n ) 

, respectively, and il-

ustrated in Fig. 3 . In particular, the current resource level repre-

ents the amount of physical working resources at a given link or

ode. Meanwhile, the available resource level represents the por-

ion of the current resource that has not been assigned to any

ser demands. Hence the current resource level is always equal or

reater than available resource level. 

Progressive recovery is initiated at the start of each stage

nd distributes incoming repair resources to eligible nodes/links.

ailed VN nodes and/or VN links in affected demands can then

e remapped using any suitable VNE algorithm i.e., partial IaaS

ervices recovery. Hence at the end of each stage, all of the
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bove-detailed optimization parameters are updated for use in

he subsequent stage. Furthermore, without loss of generality, it

s also assumed that the repair process is terminated when the

riginal substrate topology is restored. Now in reality broader

amages to other critical infrastructure types also may prevent

rbitrary placement of repair resources, i.e., transponders, power,

tc. Furthermore, infrastructure providers may choose to redesign

nd change their physical substrate plants after large-scale dis-

sters, e.g., to improve resiliency. However, these factors are not

onsidered here in order to focus the scope of this work, i.e.,

ecovering original demands over the same topology. 

A novel optimization formulation is now presented for pro-

ressive VN recovery using a mixed-integer nonlinear programming

MINLP) approach. First consider some additional variable defini-

ions as follows: 

• βk 
(m,n ) 

: Variable which denotes the amount of link bandwidth

repair resources allocated to physical link ( m, n ) at stage k 

• αk 
n : Variable which denotes the amount of node repair re-

sources allocated to physical node n at stage k 

• ρ p,a,k 
n : Binary variable which is 1 if VN node p from virtual re-

quest a ∈ A is restored on physical node n at stage k and 0 oth-

erwise 

• f 
(p,q ) ,a,k 
(m,n ) 

: Binary variable which is 1 if a part of VN link ( p, q ) is

restored on physical link ( m, n ) at stage k and 0 otherwise 

• τ a, k : Binary variable which is 1 if the VN request a ∈ A is re-

stored (or has already been restored) in stage k . 

Hence, overall objective function is defined as: 

ax 
∑ 

∀ a ∈ A 
τ a,k (3) 

ubject to the following constraints: 

p,a,k 
n ∈ { 0 , 1 } , ∀ n ∈ V s , ∀ p ∈ V 

′ 
a , ∀ a ∈ A (4) 

a,k ∈ { 0 , 1 } , ∀ a ∈ A (5) 

f (p,q ) ,a,k 

(m,n ) 
∈ { 0 , 1 } , ∀ (m, n ) ∈ E s , ∀ (p, q ) ∈ E 

′ 
a , ∀ a ∈ A (6) 

∑ 

 ∈ F k v 

αk 
n ≤ X k (7) 

∑ 

m,n ) ∈ F k e 

βk 
(m,n ) ≤ Y k (8) 

 

k 
n + αk 

n ≤ R 

max 
n , ∀ n ∈ V s (9) 

 

k 
(m,n ) + βk 

(m,n ) ≤ B 

max 
(m,n ) , ∀ (m, n ) ∈ E s (10) 

 

a ∈ A 

∑ 

p∈ V ′ a 

r(a ) ∗ ρ p,a,k 
n ≤ R 

′ k 
n + αk 

n , ∀ n ∈ V s (11) 

 

a ∈ A 

∑ 

(p,q ) ∈ E a 
b(a ) ∗ ( f (p,q ) ,a,k 

(m,n ) 
+ f (q,p) ,a,k 

(n,m ) 
) ≤ B 

′ k 
(m,n ) 

+ βk 
(m,n ) , ∀ (m, n ) ∈ E s (12) 

k 
(m,n ) = βk 

(n,m ) , ∀ (m, n ) ∈ E s (13) 

f (p,q ) ,a,k 

(m,n ) 
= f (q,p) ,a,k 

(n,m ) 
, ∀ (m, n ) ∈ E s , ∀ (p, q ) ∈ E 

′ 
a , ∀ a ∈ A (14) 

∏ 

p∈ V ′ a 

∑ 

n ∈ V s 
ρ p,a,k 

n = τ a,k , ∀ p ∈ V 

′ 
a , ∀ a ∈ A (15) 
V  
∑ 

 ∈ V s 
f (p,q ) ,a,k 

(m,n ) 
−

∑ 

n ∈ V s 
f (p,q ) ,a,k 

(n,m ) 
− ρ p,a,k 

m 

+ ρq,a,k 
m 

= 0 , ∀ m ∈ V s , ∀ (p, q ) ∈ V 

′ 
a , ∀ a ∈ A (16) 

∑ 

 ∈ V s 
ρ p,a,k 

n = τ a,k , ∀ p ∈ a, ∀ a ∈ A (17) 

∑ 

p∈ V a 
ρ p,a,k 

n ≤ 1 , ∀ n ∈ V s , ∀ a ∈ A (18) 

verall, the objective function in Eq. (3) tries to maximize the

umber of restored VNs in each stage. As noted earlier, a VN

equest is termed restored if all its VN nodes and VN links are

n a working state. Meanwhile, Eqs. (4) –(6) denote the required

inary constraints on ηk 
(p,q ) ,a 

, ρk 
p,a and f 

(p,q ) ,a,k 
(m,n ) 

. Also, Eqs. (7) and

8) ensure proper bounds on node and link repair resources at

ach stage. Next, Eqs. (9) and (10) restrict the amount of repair

esources assigned to damaged physical nodes and links to the

mounts needed to reach their pre-failure capacity levels. Mean-

hile, Eqs. (11) and (12) bound physical node and link capacities,

espectively. Also, Eq. (13) ensures that the bandwidth resources

ssigned to a bi-directional physical link are the same in both

irections. Similarly, Eq. (14) guarantees that flows are equal in

oth directions of a physical link. Furthermore, Eqs. (15) and

16) implement flow conservation, whereas Eq. (17) ensures that

nly one physical node is selected for a VN node if its VN request

s restored. Finally, Eq. (18) ensures that a physical node can only

e allocated to one VN node in a given VN request. 

Overall, the non-linear nature and scale of the above MINLP

ormulation imposes some very serious computational challenges.

s an example, consider a small physical network with 24 nodes

nd 86 physical links, as tested later in Section 6 , i.e., Fig. 8 a.

urthermore, assume that this substrate is hosting a large number

f VN demands, approximately 100 in total, each with 4 VN nodes

nd 6 VN links. Now in the worst case, all 100 demands can be

ffected after a failure, possibly even failing completely. Hence the

otal number of variables in the MINLP optimization formulation

s approximately 61,200 variables, i.e., 24 · 4 · 100 ρ p,a,k 
n variables,

 · 86 · 100 f 
(p,q ) ,a,k 
(m,n ) 

variables, in addition to αk 
n , β

k 
(m,n ) 

and τ a, k 

ariables (which are generally fewer in this particular case). Sim-

larly, the total number of constraints is around 130,0 0 0. In the

symptotic sense, the number of variables and constraints will

row by the quadruple product of the number of stages, number of

hysical links, number of affected demands, and number of virtual

inks in all affected demands, i.e., as per f 
(p,q ) ,a,k 
(m,n ) 

and Eq. (12) . 

Clearly, these numbers impose high intractability given the

on-linear optimization format of the problem. As a result, further

pproximation strategies will be required to even fined “non-

ptimal” solutions for this joint MINLP problem, e.g., such as

elaxation (to linear programming), decompositions, iterations, or

ombinations thereof. In light of these complexities, more realistic

nd computationally-feasible strategies are pursued next. 

. Resource placement heuristics 

To better address the scalability challenges with the opti-

ization approach, a heuristic progressive recovery approach is

roposed. Namely, this strategy separates post-failure recovery

nto two sub-stages, i.e., resource placement and VN remapping, as

hown in Fig. 1 . Namely, some novel heuristic and metaheuristic al-

orithms are proposed to address the former concern. Meanwhile,

he latter concern can be addressed by using any existing VN

apping scheme, and hence is not the focus of the work herein. 

An example of the heuristic recovery scheme is shown in Fig. 4

or a small physical infrastructure carrying a single embedded

N request. Here, the numbers along the physical links represent
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Fig. 4. An example of progressive recovery scheme. 
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their available bandwidth, whereas the numbers above the VN

links represent their required bandwidth. Namely, the virtual

network is already mapped on the physical network before any

failure occurs ( Fig. 4 a). Now a multi failure event will take down

multiple physical nodes/links in the physical network, resulting

in virtual link failure in the mapped virtual request ( Fig. 4 b).

Subsequently, both the physical network and virtual network are

left in partially working condition ( Fig. 4 c). Now the first stage of

progressive recovery is triggered by the arrival of repair resources.

As noted, progressive recovery consists of two sub-stages, i.e.,

physical recovery and virtual recovery (see Fig. 1 ). In the physical

recovery sub-stage, repair resources are placed in the network,

see Fig. 4 d. In particular, this example assumes that 200 units of

link repair resources are available and equally distributed among

the two failed physical links. Also sufficient node repair resources

are also assumed to fully recover the failed physical node. Next,

the VN recovery sub-stage is executed to remap the affected VN

links/nodes onto the upgraded physical infrastructure ( Fig. 4 e). 

Several resource scheduling/placement schemes are now pre-

sented. To improve the utilization of incoming repair resources,

only eligible nodes with at least one non-failed neighboring node

in G s = (V s , E s ) are considered, i.e., termed as candidate node set

F 
′ k 
v ⊆ F k v . Here, the non-failed neighbors can be partially or fully-

working nodes. Similarly, only eligible links with non-failed end-

points are considered, i.e., termed candidate link set F 
′ k 
e ⊆ F k e . The

proposed heuristics select nodes and links from these candidate

sets to determine their resource assignments. Note that physical

nodes and links can only receive repair resources upto the min-

imum of their allocated share or the amounts needed to achieve

maximum capacity, i.e., full repair. Figs. 5 and 6 ). Consider the de-

tails. 

4.1. Baseline random (RD) placement 

This baseline scheme randomly places resources at nodes and

links. Namely, incoming node repair resources in stage k ( X k )

are placed at a random failed or partially-recovered node in F 
′ k 
v .

Similarly, incoming link repair resources ( Y ) are assigned to
k 
 random failed or partially-recovered link in F 
′ k 
e . If the repair

esources exceed the amount needed to fully recover the selected

ntity, then the leftover amounts are iteratively assigned to other

andomly-selected nodes or link entities, Figs. 5 and 6 . All fully-

ecovered nodes and links are then removed from their respective

ligible sets ( F k v , F 
k 
e ). The complexity here is O (1). 

.2. Physical degree (PD) placement 

This strategy assigns repair resources based upon the static

hysical node degree in the working pre-failure substrate topology.

he aim here is to recover nodes with increased connectivity since

hey may be able to embed and recover more VN nodes/links.

amely two PD approaches are considered here, i.e., distributed

nd selective. Since this approach requires sorting of candidate

physical) nodes and links, it is of O (| V s | log | V s | + | E s | log | E s | )
omplexity. 

.2.1. Distributed-PD 

The distributed PD scheme assigns node repair resources to all

odes in a weighted manner. Here a weight is computed for each

andidate node n ∈ F 
′ k 
v in proportion to its physical node degree

connectivity) in G s = (V s , E s ) as: 

 n = 

d n ∑ 

n ∈ F ′ k v 
d n 

(19)

here d n is node n degree before failure and 

∑ 

∀ n ∈ F ′ k v 
w n = 1 .

ased on the above, the share of repair resources assigned to node

 in stage k is given by: 

n = w n ∗ X k (20)

Similarly, link repair resources are distributed among all links

n F 
′ k 
e in a weighted manner. Namely, link weights are computed

s proportional to the sum of their endpoint nodes degree in

 s = (V s , E s ) , i.e., weight for e = (m, n ) is given by: 

 e = 

d m 

+ d n ∑ 

(m,n ) ∈ F ′ k e 
d m 

+ d n 
(21)
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Fig. 5. Incoming node repair resource distribution, stage k . 

Fig. 6. Incoming link repair resource distribution, stage k . 
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here d n and d m 

are the link endpoints degrees before failure.

ased on this, the share of repair resources assigned to link e in

tage k is given by: 

e = w e ∗ Y k (22) 

.2.2. Selective-PD 

The selective PD scheme assigns node repair resources to the

andidate node with the highest node-degree/connectivity, i.e.,

ax 
n ∈ F ′ k v 

{ d n } . Similarly, link repair resources ( Y k ) are assigned to

he “most-connected” candidate link, i.e., end-points with high-
st node degrees/neighbors, max 
(m,n ) ∈ F ′ k e 

{ d m 

+ d n } . Any leftover

esources are then assigned in an iterative manner. 

.3. Virtual load (VL) placement 

This approach assigns resources to candidate nodes/links

ased upon their dynamic VN load levels prior to failure. Again

wo different variants are considered here, distributed and

elective. Akin to the PD scheme, this strategy also requires

orting of physical nodes/links in the candidate sets, i.e., is of

 (| V s | log | V s | + | E s | log | E s | ) complexity. 
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4.3.1. Distributed-VL 

The distributed VL scheme places resources at all nodes in

a weighted manner. However, the respective weights are now

proportional to the amount of embedded VN nodes (load) prior to

failure, i.e., 

w n = 

V L n ∑ 

n ∈ F ′ k v 
V L n 

(23)

where VL n is node n virtual load prior to the failure and∑ 

∀ n ∈ F ′ k v 
w n = 1 . Hence the share of resources given to node n

in stage k is: 

�n = w n ∗ X k (24)

Similarly, all links in F 
′ k 
e are weighted proportional to their pre-

failure embedded VN link loads. The weight for link e = (m, n ) is

computed as: 

w e = 

V L e ∑ 

e ∈ F ′ k e 
V L e 

(25)

where VL e is the amount of embedded connections on link e prior

to failure. Based on this, the amount of repair resources assigned

to link e in stage k is given by: 

�e = w e ∗ Y k (26)

4.3.2. Selective-VL 

The selective-VL scheme places incoming node repair resources

at the candidate node in F 
′ k 
v carrying the most amount of embed-

ded VN demands prior to the failure event. Meanwhile, incoming

link repair resources are directed to the candidate link in F 
′ k 
e 

carrying the most amount of pre-failure VN connections. 

5. Simulated annealing approach 

Dedicated simulated annealing (SA) algorithms are also devel-

oped for progressive VN recovery in order to provide a comparison

benchmark for the heuristics. Overall, SA is a meta-heuristic ap-

proach that is widely-used to generate approximate solutions for

large combinatorial problems. This strategy basically tries to com-

pute a global optimum for a given system objective function, usu-

ally (but not necessarily) defined over a discrete space. SA works

by modeling the initial system state at a high temperature and

then running an iterative cooling process to find improved solu-

tions. Namely, at each iteration an alternate solution (neighboring

state) is generated by slightly modifying or permuting the current

state in a given manner, i.e., termed random move generation. If

this new state yields an improved value for the system objective

function, the current system state is appropriately updated. Con-

versely, if the neighboring state does not yield any gains, it may

still replace the current state in a probabilistic manner. Namely,

the probability of accepting a new solution is higher at increased

temperatures and gradually drops as the temperature decreases.

These features allow SA to achieve more variability in its search

process and thereby reduces the chances of finding a local minima.

Now consider the SA search process in more detail. Although

SA performance is strongly dependent upon the initial tempera-

ture, there is no general rule for setting it. However, in general, the

initial temperature should be high enough to accept most feasible

solutions in the initial steps/iterations. Overall, the acceptance

probability is defined as: 

p = 

{
exp( −�r 

T 
) if �r ≥ 0 

1 if �r < 0 

(27)

where T is the temperature and �r is the difference in the ob-

jective value between current and new state. The search process

is finally terminated when the system objective function reaches
n acceptable value or the system has cooled sufficiently, i.e., the

emperature reaches a fixed threshold. Now for the progressive

ecovery problem here, two different SA adaptations are proposed,

kin to the selective and distributed heuristic schemes. The first

pproach explicitly selects the nodes and links to receive incoming

epair resources, whereas the second approach computes propor-

ional weights for node and link repair resource distribution. How-

ver, both strategies still use the same system objective function

eveloped in the optimization model ( Eq. (3) , Section 3 ). Further-

ore, the initial values for the system temperature and cooling

ate are also obtained via experimentation. Consider the details. 

.1. Selective SA (S-SA) scheme 

This approach considers a binary search space consisting of

ll possible combinations of the (affected) failed nodes and links.

amely, the system state is represented by two binary vectors,

ne for the failed nodes and one for the failed links, i.e., value

f 1 implies that the given node (link) is included in the current

olution and will receive resources and 0 implies otherwise. The

cheme starts by selecting a random binary node vector for initial

ode resource assignments. Using this solution and the current

etwork state, the candidate link set is defined as those links

ith non-failed end-point nodes or end-point nodes included in

he current node solution (assigned a value of 1 in node vector).

he initial binary link solution is then generated by randomly

ssigning a value of 1 to the links in the candidate link set, i.e.,

on-candidate links are not eligible to receive resources. 

At each subsequent iteration the current node or link solution

ector is randomly selected to generate a new state. Namely, the

eighboring state (random move) is derived by swapping two

andom entities in the current (node or link) solution vector state.

f this process yields the same (current) state, it is repeated until

 new solution is generated. However if a new state is generated

y updating the node solution vector, the candidate link set and

ink solution state are also updated accordingly. This update is

one to avoid selecting isolated links and limiting the search

pace. The value of the objective function is then re-calculated for

he newly-generated state and it is accepted with the probability

efined in Eq. (27) . The S-SA scheme is detailed in Fig. 7 . 

.2. Distributed SA (D-SA) approach 

This approach instead considers a floating-point state space

onsisting of all possible weighted resource assignments of (af-

ected) failed nodes and links. Expectedly, this presents a much

arger (infinite) search space as compared to the binary one in the

-SA approach. However in order to accelerate the D-SA search

rocess, the D-PD heuristic ( Section 4.2.1 ) is applied to calculate

n initial solution rather than simply choosing random node and

ink weight vectors. This approach prevents the initial state from

eing too far from the optimum state, i.e., SA is more likely to find

 near-optimum solution when an efficient initial state is applied

s an input. 

Now akin to the S-SA approach, each iteration randomly selects

he node or link vector to generate a neighboring solution and

hen swaps randomly-selected weights in the current solution

tate to generate a candidate neighboring state. Also, if this

pdated weight assignment results in excessive resources being

ssigned to a node or link, the respective weight is appropriately

odified (reduced) to only provision up to the maximum node

r link capacity. The leftover proportion of the weight is then

ssigned back to the other node or link involved in the swapping

rocess. Similar to S-SA, the objective function is re-calculated for

he new state, and the current state is updated in a probabilistic

anner as per Eq. (27) . The D-SA scheme is also detailed in Fig. 7 . 
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Fig. 7. Simulated annealing (SA) algorithm for repair scheduling, stage k . 
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. Performance analysis 

The progressive recovery heuristic and SA schemes are now

valuated using custom-developed models in OPNETModeler TM .

ests are done for two different network topologies including a

4-node/86-link and a 46-node/152-link topology. All substrate

odes and links have 100 units of resource capacity and 10,0 0 0

nits of link bandwidth, respectively. Meanwhile, VN requests are

enerated randomly with 4–7 nodes each and an average node

egree of 2.6. Here each VN node requires 1–10 units of capacity,

nd each VN link requires 50–10 0 0 units of bandwidth. Also, VN

equests arrive in a random manner with exponential inter-arrival

imes (mean 60 s) and have infinite durations, reflecting realistic

ong-standing demands. 
t  
Now consider large-scale failure events impacting the network.

ere the associated failure regions are also shown affecting ap-

roximately 20% of the physical nodes and links, Fig. 8 . In general,

he failure regions are defined using the disaster models in [9,13] .

pecifically, the regions are identified in an a-priori manner based

pon geographic vulnerability. Next, associated nodes and links

ithin these regions are failed using a uniform distribution (set

o 90% for scenarios herein). Meanwhile, the average amount

f incoming node (link) repair resources in each stage is set to

0 0 (30,0 0 0) units and 20 0 (50,0 0 0) units each for the 24- and

6-node topologies, respectively. Furthermore, all recovery stages

re triggered after random time intervals. 

As mentioned in Section 3 any VNE scheme can be used to re-

tore failed demands after repair resources have been placed in

he network. Now, for the purpose of this study the non-survivable
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Fig. 8. Test network topologies. 

Fig. 9. Fully-restored VN demands for 24-node network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Fully-restored VN demands for 46-node network. 

Fig. 11. VN restoration overhead for 24-node network. 
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virtual infrastructure mapping (NSVIM) VNE algorithm from [7] is

used. Specifically, this algorithm is used for both embedding in-

coming requests before the failure and also remapping failed de-

mands along the recovery stages, i.e., sub-stage 2, Fig. 1 . Namely,

NSVIM is a single-stage mapping algorithm that jointly maps a

VN node along with its adjacent links in one stage. This algo-

rithm outperforms its well-studied counterparts in terms of map-

ping cost. Furthermore, only partial VN remapping is done to re-

cover the failed portions (sub-graphs) of affected VN demands, i.e.,

partially-affected VNs keep running during the recovery stages. Fi-

nally to test the schemes under heavy load conditions, recovery

performance is only measured for medium-heavy loads and all re-

sults are averaged over 10 independent runs. 

Several performance metrics are evaluated to gauge recovery

performance. First, the VN restoration rates in the 24- and 46-node

networks are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10 , respectively, computed as

the percentage of fully-restored VN demands during the recovery

stages. As expected, none of the schemes achieve full recovery

since remapping demands over partially-working substrate net-

works is not as efficient as embedding them over regular working

infrastructures. The results also show that the SA meta-heuristic

schemes give better recovery performance than their heuristic
ounterparts for both the distributed and selective variants. For

xample, consider a comparison between the D-SA scheme and

he D-PD and D-VL heuristics for the 24-node topology. Here,

he SA approach consistently gives up to 10% higher VN recovery.

imilar results also hold between the S-SA scheme and the S-DP

nd S-VL schemes. Next, the findings show that the distributed

chemes (both SA and heuristics) tend to give the best overall per-

ormance, i.e., since they achieve more even resource distribution.

n both networks, the D-SA meta-heuristic scheme in particular

ives the highest per-stage and final recovery percentages. Finally,

ith regards to the heuristic schemes, both the virtual load and

hysical degree variants (distributed and selective) give very close

erformance in most stages. Also, the selective degree-based

chemes (S-PD and S-VL) give equal or higher number of restored

N demands as compared to random (RD) placement scheme.

articularly, S-PD and S-VL outperform RD in early stages in the

4-node network and latter stages in the 46-node network. Here,

ecovering fewer demands in the initial stages leads to better per-

ormance for the RD scheme in latter stages where more physical

esources are still available, see Fig. 9 ). 

Next, VN recovery overheads are also gauged by using an over-

ead cost metric defined as: 

 v erhead = α ∗ | V r | + | E r | (28)

here V r is the set of all failed VN nodes which are successfully

igrated (remapped) to new locations and E r is the set of all failed

N links that are successfully remapped. Meanwhile, α is the frac-

ion of node restoration in the overhead cost and is set to unity. In

eneral, this metric signifies the level of control protocol overheads

eeded to migrate the recovered nodes and links. 

Restoration overheads for the 24- and 46-node networks are

lotted in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. As expected, increased

estoration rates leads to increased restoration overheads since

ore VNs are restored. Namely, increased numbers of restored
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Fig. 12. VN restoration overhead for 46-node network. 

Fig. 13. Network penalty for 24-node network. 
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Fig. 14. Network penalty for 46-node network. 
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Ns in a recovery stage result in increased VN node and VN

ink remapping. For example, consider a comparison between the

-PD and D-SA schemes in the 24-node network ( Fig. 11 ). In stage

, D-SA restores 10% more VNs ( Fig. 9 ) and gives approximately

5% more overhead. In stage 2, however, both schemes show an

ncrease of about 20% in the number of restored VNs, resulting

n roughly the same amount of overhead. Furthermore in stage

, D-PD gives an increased number of restored VNs (i.e., 12% as

ompared to 9% in D-SA) which results in higher overhead for

-PD (i.e., by almost 50%). Similar results also hold for stages 4

nd 5. Similar trade-offs between restoration rates and overhead

re also seen in the 46-node network, e.g., compare the S-SA and

-PD schemes in Fig. 12 . The findings for the 24-node network

lso indicate that the virtual degree schemes give lower overheads

s compared to physical degree schemes, whereas both have the

ame performance in terms of restoration rate. For example, the

-VL and S-PD schemes show the same increase in restoration rate

n stages 1, 2 and 4 for the 24-node network, Fig. 9 . However, S-VL

ives slightly lower restoration overheads in those stages as com-

ared to S-PD. Similar results also hold between the distributed

L and PD strategies. This improvement is due to the fact that

he virtual degree schemes place resources at nodes/links carrying

ncreased pre-failure VN loads, i.e., making it more likely to restore

N nodes and VN links to their original pre-failure mappings. 

Finally, network service disruption penalties are also plot-

ed in Figs. 13 and 14 for both the 24- and 46-node networks,

espectively. Namely, the service disruption penalty defines the

egradation level in the service provided for a VN demand, i.e.,

he physical resources (nodes and links) required by a VN demand

o maintain its original pre-failure service. The service disruption

enalty for an affected VN, a , is defined as: 

 (G a ) = 

∑ 

e ∈ E ′ a 
b(e ) ∗ P (e ) + η

∑ 

n ∈ V ′ a 

r(n ) ∗ P (n ) (29) 
here P ( e ) and P ( v ) are the unit node and link penalty, respec-

ively, and η is the fraction of node penalty. All P ( e ), P ( n ) and η
alues are set to unity in order to treat node and link failures as

quivalent. Based on the above, the total penalty is given by: 

 = 

∑ 

a ∈ A 
P (G a ) (30) 

n comparing the penalties results, it is clear that the distributed

chemes give notably lower penalties than their selective coun-

erparts. Moreover, the D-SA meta-heuristic scheme gives the

owest penalty in both network topologies, i.e., since it gives the

est recovery, Figs. 9 and 10 . Finally, the random (RD) placement

cheme gives higher or equal service disruption penalties (as

ompared to the selective degree-based schemes) even in stages

here it achieves higher restoration ratios. Note that none of the

enalty costs fall to zero by the final stage as none of the schemes

an provide full (100%) recovery of failed VN demands. 

. Conclusions and future work 

As more services migrate to the cloud, reliability and continuity

oncerns are becoming a key focus. Of particular focus are disaster

vents which can cause multiple substrate node/link outages and

isrupt many services. Hence this paper focuses on post-failure

epair of cloud networking setups after large-scale disasters. The

roblem is first introduced and a detailed mixed integer nonlinear

rogramming (MINLP) formulation presented. However owing to

igh intractability, this model is not solved and instead several

euristic schemes are presented based upon random and (physical,

irtual load) degree-based resource placement. In addition, more

dvanced selective and distributed meta-heuristic schemes are

lso presented using a simulated annealing (SA) approach. De-

ailed simulation results indicate improved VN recovery and lower

ervice disruption penalties and overheads with the SA approaches

n particular. 
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